ROUGHNECK

A solid performance should never be
spoiled by a shaky stand.
Because you’ve spent hours practicing, at Wenger we believe
a solid performance should never be spoiled by a shaky stand.
So we build solid, sturdy stands that won’t shake, wobble,
tilt or slip.
Only Wenger Music Stands have a solid welded base that
won’t lean or loosen. Wenger’s improved height-adjustment
mechanism allows smooth, easy adjusting action and then
holds tight! Only Wenger secures the desk to the pedestal
with a double-bracketed T-joint to assure a firm angle
adjustment. And Wenger guarantees their music stands for
a full three years.
So don’t put up with music stands that keep letting you
down. Insist on RoughNeck, and get a superior performance
every time.
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ROUGHNECK

The RoughNeck desk is made of tough 22-gauge steel. Finished rolled steel edges
reinforce the desk to withstand bending, are less likely to nick precious instruments,
or snag clothing. The desk will accommodate full-sized scores amply.
The base and tube are also made of steel for durability. There are no screws or
bolts to work loose, eliminating any wobbling or leaning.
The finish of the desk, base and tube is an extra-durable, textured, blackpowdercoat, which looks fresh far longer than metal enamels.
The improved height adjuster lets you adjust the height easily. Wenger’s slide mechanism goes up easily and stays up, even when the stand is full of music.
Double-anchor brackets provide two secure connections between the desk and the
slide tube, so the desk won’t work loose and pull off when adjusting the height.
Nylon sleeves between the brackets and T-bar provide smooth, quiet desk angle
adjustments.

RoughNeck Music Stand Accessories

Music Stand Light: Clips securely onto the Wenger RoughNeck or
other music stands. Light is directed only to music or score for
easier reading without glare. Finish is matching textured black
powder-coat. Ample 6' cord and 40-watt bulb included.

Move & Store Cart: Holds 24 RoughNeck stands for easy
transporting and compact storage. This cart works as well
with other music stands. Constructed of sturdy zinc-plated
steel tubing. Swivel casters make it a breeze to roll the cart
across most floor surfaces. Shipped partially assembled.

Pencil Clip:
A Wenger exclusive.
Holds two pencils.

ROUGHNECK MUSIC STAND SPECIFICATIONS:
• 22-gauge steel desk with rolled edges.
• Solid welded permanent base.

WENGER CORPORATION
555 Park Drive, P.O. Box 448
Owatonna, MN 55060-0448

• T-bar is permanently attached to desk with a double-anchored bracket.
• Durable black powder coat finish.

UNITED STATES
Phone: 1-800-733-0393
Fax: 1-507-455-4258
Customer Service: 1-800-887-7145

• Desk: 20" z 12" (51 cm x 30.5 cm)
• Patented slider mechanism adjusts height from 24" to 46" (61 cm to 117 cm).
• Three year warranty.
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CANADA
Phone: 1-800-268-0148
Fax: 1-416-754-3996

RoughNeck Music Stand (9 lbs.) (4 kg)
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